INTRO

KICK AROUND      DTS  DBL-UP  KICK-f  KICK-s  KICK-b  DTS  RS  KICK
  L  R  R  R  R  R  LR  L
ROCKING CHAIR    DTS  BRUSH-UP  DTS  RS
  L  R  R  LR
2 BASICS         DTS  RS  DTS  RS (WITH CLAPS)
  L  RL  R  LR
DRAG BACK        DTS  DTS-xif  DRAG  RS  DRAG  RS  DTS  DTS  RS
  L  R  R  LR  R  LR  L  R  LR
2 CANADIANS      DTS  DBL-UP  SLIDE  STAMP  DTS  DBL-UP  SLIDE  STAMP
  L  R  L  R  R  L  R  L
FANCY DOUBLE     DTS  DTS  RS  RS
  L  R  LR  LR

PART A

KICK AROUND      DTS  DBL-UP  KICK-f  KICK-s  KICK-b  DTS  RS  KICK
  L  R  R  R  R  R  LR  L
ROCKING CHAIR    DTS  BRUSH-UP  DTS  RS  (1/2 TURN LEFT)
  L  R  R  LR
2 BASICS         DTS  RS  DTS  RS (WITH CLAPS)
  L  RL  R  LR

***** REPEAT ABOVE BACK TO FACE FRONT *****

PART B

DRAG BACK        DTS  DTS-xif  DRAG  RS  DRAG  RS  DTS  DTS  RS
  L  R  R  LR  R  LR  L  R  LR
2 CANADIANS      DTS  DBL-UP  SLIDE  STAMP  DTS  DBL-UP  SLIDE  STAMP
  L  R  L  R  R  L  R  L
FANCY DOUBLE     DTS  DTS  RS  RS  (1/2 TURN LEFT)
  L  R  LR  LR

***** REPEAT ABOVE BACK TO FACE FRONT *****

PART C

RUN AND STOMP     DTS  RS-if  RS-if  RS-if  STOMP  STOMP  DTS  DTS  RS (FORWARD)
  L  RL  RL  RL  R  L  R  L  RL
FLEA FLICKERS     DBL-UP  DTS-b  DBL-UP  DTS-b  RS  BRUSH-UP  DTS  RS (1/2 L)
BRUSH TURN        R  R  L  L  RL  R  R  LR

***** REPEAT ABOVE BACK TO FACE FRONT *****

BRIDGE

ANKLE BREAKER     DTS  DTS-f  ROLL-ROLL  STEP  LIFT  ROLL-ROLL  STEP  DTS  RS  RS
  L  R  BOTH  R  L  BOTH  L  R  LR  LR

***** REPEAT ABOVE ONE MORE TIME *****